Abstract. The problem of
in R" where R+ is the set of all nonnegative real numbers, for the Taylor expansion /W = £ akX = £ % ,k2.k/lX2 ■ ■ ■ Xn ■ k k
Let S be a subset of Z" (or R" ) where Z+ is the set of all nonnegative integers and define fs := /1 5 := Ekesnzi ak%k ■ (1.2) Definition. An / e A(Kn) (or the Newton principal part of /) is nondegenerate if {x e K" | dfyjdxx = dfy/dx2 = ■■■ = dfy/dxn = 0} c {xxx2 ■ ■ xn =0} for any compact face y of T+(f).
The following theorem related to sufficiency of nondegenerate analytic functions is well known.
(1.3) Theorem [2] . Let an f e A(K") be nondegenerate and T+(f) be the Newton polygon of f. Then the family f + ug is topologically trivial along I = {u e R | 0 < u < 1} for any g e A(Kn) with T+(g) c IntT+(/). We need the following notation to state Lemma 2.6 and Corollary 2.7. For a given k e Z" , define Now the main results in this paper are the following three theorems.
(1.5) Theorem. Suppose that one of the following two conditions holds for an analytic function g(x):
T+(g) c IntA+(/) and V(f) = {0}.
Then the family f+ug is topologically trivial, identically on V(f), along I := {« € R | 0 < « < 1}. Namely there exists a local homeomorphism H: (Kn x R,0 x /) -> (K" xR,0x I) such that the following diagram (1.5.3) commutes:
(VxR,0xI)
where px, p2 are the canonical projections and i is the inclusion map. Let A_(/) (resp. Ä_(/)) be the complement of IntA+(/) (resp. IntÄ+(/)) in R" . By (1.5), / | A_(f) (resp. f \ A_(f) if V = {0}) is a topologically principal part of / in the sense that if / | A_(f) = g \ A_(f) (resp. / | A_(/) = g | A_(/)) for f,g e A(Kn); then / is topologically equivalent (identically on V(f)) to g . Suzuki [5] proved a beautiful theorem related to (1.6) when f(x,y) is a weighted homogeneous polynomial of two complex variables with an isolated singularity.
2. Proof of Theorems (1.5) and (1.6) For f,geA(K"), we let Proof. If T+(g) c A+(f) (resp. T+(g) c A+(/)), then r+(^)cÄ+(/) (resp.r+(^)cA+(/)).
So the hypothesis of (2.1) implies
in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}) in Kn xR. Hence,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}). This completes the proof of (2.1). D
The following (2.2) is an immediate corollary of (2.1).
(2.2) Corollary. // T+(g) C Ä+(f) (resp. T+(g) C A+(f)), then {(x,u) 6
Kn x 11 | Gradx F\ = 0} c V x I as germs at {0} x / (resp. {0} x {0}) where I -[0,1 ], and so the vector field X is well defined in a neighborhood of {0} x / (resp. {0}x{0}). also holds, since F(<f>(t)) = F(x0;u + t) = f(x0) + (u + t)g(x0) and IGrad^/l > e|g| by the common assumption r+(g) c A+(/) of (1.5) and (1.6). We thus draw the conclusion that F(cj>(t)) =constant along each solution curve <f> of (2.4.1). D Now, we are at the final stage of the proof of (1.5) and (1.6). Under the assumption of (1.5) (resp. (1.6)), the differential equation (2.4.1) has a locally unique continuous solution 4>(t\x,u) by (2.5). Since / is compact and the «-component of X(x ; u) is equal to one, a finite succession of solutions gives the trajectory starting from (x ,0) in a neighborhood of (0,0), ending at a point oî Kn x {\}. Namely, denoting the trajectory starting from ( completes the proofs of (1.5) and (1.6).
The method used here to prove (1.5) and (1.6) modifies a method used in [1, 4] . One of the most important improvements is the definition of the vector field X(x;u). The definition of "gradient vector" Gradv7 used here has some reasonable meaning in the sense of a "singular" Riemannian metric (see [2, 7] ). 3. Proof of (1.7)
At the beginning of this section we recall the notion of toroidal embedding corresponding to the Newton polygon T (f) of / G A(Kn). It plays an essential role in the proof of Theorem (1.6).
Let R"* be the dual space of R". For a = (ax ,a2, ... ,an) G R" and a = (ax,a2, ... ,an)GR"*, define: Proof. Let k = (kx,k2, ... ,kn) be an element of Z" -T+(/). Then there exist an «-dimensional simplex cr of Z and z0 such that l(ai°(a))>(k,ai°).
Then we have
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Proof. The "only if" part of (3.2) is Lemma 3.9 in [2, p. 472] .
Suppose that f is degenerate. Then there exist a compact face y of T+(f) and a point x° of (K*)n such that Proof. This follows immediately from (1.6) and (1.7). D
